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Introduction
PhD candidate Copernicus Institute & Urban Futures Studio, Utrecht University

“Modelling trough Design”: designing effective futuring techniques in the climate 
science-policy interface combining IAMs with art&design
• Supervisors: prof. dr. Detlef van Vuuren, prof dr. Maarten Hajer, dr. Peter Pelzer

Project: Climaginaries (exploring and innovating climate imaginaries)



Climaginaries

Other ways of exploring future developments
Other ways of communicating scenario outcomes



A historic perspective on IAM-policy interaction

• IAMs have become powerful tools in the climate science-policy interface:
• IAMs played key role in AR5. Language of Chapter 6, WG-III AR5  Paris Agreement
• IAM scenarios are performative: “world-building power” not only describing but 

shaping how futures are discussed (Beck & Mahony, 2017; 2018)

Why and how did IAMs get this position?

Interviews + literature / historic documents



Historic phases of science-policy development



1970-1984: early global modeling efforts
Models: 

• Limits to Growth: system dynamics
• IIASA Energy Studies: energy-economic modelling
• Nordhaus: climate economics

Policy:
Stockholm Conference (1972)
Oil crisis (1973-74)
Later: acid rain, ozone (‘nuclear winter’)

Interface
Models raised awareness of global environment – need for 
global institutions



1985-1992: from acid rain to climate change
RAINS model in acid rain negotiations:

SA90 scenarios in FAR

Models: 
• RAINS model influential in acid rain negotiations

(example)
• First non-CBA climate IAMs: ASF (EPA), IMAGE 

(RIVM)
• SA90 scenarios (FAR, 1990) showing BAU and possible

alternatives
Policy:

Climate change arrived on global political agenda
IPCC (1988)
UNFCCC (1992)

Interface
Climate models pointing out possible climate consequences
of emission trajectories



1992-1997: early days climate regime
Models: 
Rapid expansion climate IAMs: from a few in 1990 to
40 in 1997 

Policy: 
Climate regime focused on binding targets; first for 
developed countries. 

1992: UNFCCC; 1997: Kyoto Protocol

Interface
• IAM results fed into negotiations: ‘safe landing 

zones’: allowable range of emissions
• Inspired by RAINS (direct interaction with policy-

makers; model as arbiter) – but climate turned
out to be much more complex.



1998-2009: establishment of epistemic community

SRES
Storylines quantification
 emissions

RCPs (climate goals)

Models: 
• 1998: preparation SRES – first opportunity to collaborate

• Several projects (ADAM, AMPERE, LIMITS) - IAM community becomes
more formally organized

• 2006: scenario construction devoted to IAM Consortium 
• SRES to RCP: from ‘forwards’ to ‘backwards’ approach 

Policy: 
Working towards binding global regime (Copenhagen) – but leading
to a failure

Interface
• IAMs more-and-more analysing climate policy scenarios – mostly

based on cost-optimal responses



2009 – 2015 IAMs as exclusive scenario tools
Models: 
• IAMs gained in importance in IPCC – became backbone 

WGIII - AR5
• Focus on deep mitigation and strong connection to policy 

(negative emissions)

Policy: 
After Durban 2011: Ambition shifted to polycentric regime 
with voluntary agreements – Paris 2015
At the same time, acceptance of stringent targets

Interface
• IAMs play an increasing role in informing climate policy on 

possible strategies.



2016 and beyond
Models: 
• Going beyond emissions scenarios – increasing focus on 

‘detailed’ aspects of policy making (sustainable
development, policy instruments, different countries, 
finanace, feasibility)

• Critique on NETs

Policy: 
Stronger mitigation targets: increasing importance of 
1.5C
Policy gap between global ambition – national policy. 
How to close it.

Interface
• IAM key in outlining 1.5C pathways



Key mechanisms
• Trust in numbers – scientific authority of numbers
• IAMs are flexible – adjustable to knowledge needs and applicable in various policy areas
• Institutionalization: modelers organized in formal institutions and shifting science-policy 

interaction, with IPCC as key organization
• ‘Global logic’: global governance structure closely linked to global forms of knowledge

• But at costs: 
• Focus on quantifiable elements (economics, biophysical, technologies)
• Role of other research areas, currently non-democratic approach towards scenario development
• Too much trust in numbers (“Insights – not numbers”)
• Radical transformations outside current market mechanisms

• Next steps for IAM?

Why and how did IAMs get this
position?



Next steps?

IAM

Alternative narratives
that can be modelled?
- More radical

scenarios?
- Degrowth

pathways?

More meaningful
communication of scenarios?
- Visual arts?
- Story-telling?
- Gaming?

Alternative setting and
staging?
- Different stakeholders 

groups involved in scenario 
development?

- Alternative publics?



Questions?
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